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ECC NATIONAL PUBLICATION MEETING 29 MAY

1 person in each region will take responsibility to liaise with 
Cape Town and with writers in their regions as well as collating 
news events of significance in ECC's history for inclusion in the 
publication.

CONTENTS PROPOSED SO FAR :

Features

1. July Cal1-up
* Opening Story - description of call-up day, pictures/photo

essay of events, input on the dilemma of 
being called up.

* Interviews - With conscripts
- With mother

* Analysis of SADF Activities - Last 18 months, map of
troop deployment, graphs, graphics.

* Phillip Wilkinson - His stand
* Critique of propaganda pamphlets given to conscripts

2. The SADF's Rise to Power in the SA state

3. Schisms in Afrikaanerdom

4. Rightwing Attacks on ECC

5. The Church and Conscription 

Debate

" Military Conscription in a Democratic South Africa 11 
Raymond Sutner v Helen Ziller

Arts

1. Buttons not Bullets

2. Humour - Conscription / Troops in the Townships

3. Plug for of review of Jhb Book

4. Preview of Cultural Festival

5. Poems

6. Cartoon Strip
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